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Stay up to date with Roland news, artists, promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key
features, functions and operational tips. The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected
to the latest products, exciting events, and much more. Stay up to date with Roland news, artists,
promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key features, functions and operational tips.
The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected to the latest products, exciting events,
and much more. In no event shall Roland Corporation be liable to endusers for any damages
whatsoever, including but not limited to financial damages for any loss of profits or information
arising from the use of, or inability to use this updater. The foregoing provision is effective even if
Roland Corporation has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Please read carefully the
terms of this License Agreement before installing or using the SOFTWARE. By installing, copying, or
starting the use of the SOFTWARE, you hereby consent to the terms of this License Agreement.Use
of the SOFTWARE shall include loading the SOFTWARE into temporary memory i.e., RAM or
installing the SOFTWARE into storage media i.e., hard disk of the computer on which you will use
the SOFTWARE.Therefore, you must treat the SOFTWARE like any other copyrighted material i.e., a
book or a CD. All rights that are not provided for herein are reserved by Roland.But you may
permanently transfer the SOFTWARE and accompanying printed materials provided you retain no
copies of the Software and recipient agrees to the terms of this License Agreement. If the
SOFTWARE has been updated or upgraded, any transfer of the SOFTWARE must include the most
recent update and all prior versions.You shall not use the remaining forms of media on another
computer.Please read the instructions completely, and please note that you should use the
SOFTWARE AT YOUR OWN RISK.http://whitecube24.com/updata/ndata/20200911215804.xml
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In no event shall Roland be liable to endusers for any damages whatsoever, including but not limited
to financial damages for any loss of profits or information arising from the use of, or inability to use
this product. The foregoing provision is effective even if Roland has been advised of the possibility of
such damages. Even if the SOFTWARE has any material, verifiable, and reproducible program
errors, Roland shall have no liability to modify such errors.Upon such termination, you shall
immediately stop using the SOFTWARE.All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be The
Memory function allows you to store up to four tones in the DD20 itself, independent of the panel
settings. You also get “seamless switching,” with memories switched smoothly as the reverberation
continues. The life of these batteries may be limited, however, since their primary purpose was to
enable testing.If using some other make of connection cable, please note the following precautions.
If there is any distortion in the sound, reduce the level on the connected device. When at “WARP” or
“TWIST”. This setting is preserved even while the power is turned off, and is selected as the default
delay time setting display when the power is turned on again. The MEMORY indicator and the
indicator for the currently selected memory flash, and the DD20 is put into write standby. fig.19a 3.
Press the SELECT button to select the memory number to which you want to store the sound.
However, in certain cases such as when circuitry related to memory itself is out of order, we regret
that it may not be possible to restore the data, and Roland assumes no liability concerning such loss
of data. The MEMORY indicator and the indicator for the currently selected memory number start to
flash, and the DD20 is put into write standby. fig.22 Blink Write standby. The indicator flashes while
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the DD20 is in write standby; the indicator flashes more rapidly while the write operation is in
progress.http://sineadstone.com/userfiles/craftsman-315-manual-remote.xml

However, simultaneously pressing and turning the knob causes the delay time setting to change
rapidly, allowing you to quickly reach the value you want, even with higher values. This tone is
modeled on the Roland “RE201” Tape Echo.For MONO use, make the connection to the A MONO
jack. Play what is to be used as the basic phrase. The remaining memory is indicated as a
percentage in the display. fig.29 Blink 3. The delay sound starts to oscillate, then the oscillation
speeds up as its pitch increases. fig.32 Blink 3. Release the pedal. The oscillating sound begins to
fade away, and the normal delay sound returns. In this case, the short delay’s delay time is
indicated. The rate value appears next to the “r” in the display. fig.37 3. The display is switched as
shown below each time you press the TEMPO button. fig.39. If, for example, you already know the
BPM of the song you are performing, you can get a perfectly synchronized delay effect by setting the
delay time with the indicated tempo BPM. When using the DD20 in dimly lit surroundings, you can
confirm memory numbers more easily by using the Lighting Pattern 2 setting. Is the guitar
connected correctly to the INPUT A MONO jack.Is the Pedal mode set to SOS, WARP or TWIST. The
pedal functions differently according to the Pedal mode settings. For more details, refer to the
description of each mode. SOS p. REVERSE fig.36. FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE STATEMENT This equipment has been tested and found to
comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Used Very
GoodSerial Noxxx8002 Please refer to all photos for reference of condition. Note No
manual.Something we hope youll especially enjoy FBA items qualify for FREE Shipping and Amazon
Prime. Learn more about the program. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.

Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try
your search again later.Delay time can be quickly set using the pushbutton knob or via tap
tempo.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a
raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the
ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try
again later. Steven Eddy 5.0 out of 5 stars What a monster of a delay. Its like every delay you ever
wanted all in one pedal. I am selling my other delays.I cant say enough how much I enjoy using it. I
really like the sound on sound option which is basically a small looper built into this unit. At one time
I owned the boss looper pedal but now I just use the SOS to lay down whatever rythm I want to
practice over and then start wailing on the lead parts. The DD20 is a great practice aid in that
regard. The dotted eighth note dealy is very helpful for songs that use that.I also definitely
recommend getting the Boss FS5U tap tempo switch for maximum flexibility onstage, as well as an
AC adapter. Watch the videos on YouTube to hear how great this pedal sounds, then add this baby to
your pedalboardyou wont regret it!I was looking for a delay that had presets, was simple to operate
and also had great sound. Initially I had my eyes on the boutique delays like the Eventide Timefactor
and the Strymon Timeline, but felt those delays were going to be way too complex and far more
robust and complicated than Id need. Enter the DD20. Now I know BOSS doesnt have the same
reputation it did long ago and Ill admit, I was actually trying to avoid putting BOSS on my
pedalboard.

I had used some BOSS pedals in the past that I really didnt like and I felt like I might run into the
same thing here, but due to all the positivity surrounding this pedal I decided to take the risk. I am
SO glad that I did. The DD20 honestly hits the mark in every area I was looking for. I learned 99% of
the features on my own just fiddling around and the other 1% I learned from a quick YouTube video
online. Didnt read a manual once. Not only that but the SOUND obviously the most important aspect
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is incredible. I love the delays Im getting from this. You have so many options and with essentially 5
presets, you have a lot of room for creativity. In summary, if you are like me and youre looking for a
simple, great sounding delay with a few presets, do not hesitate on getting this. You will NOT be
disappointed.It is an awesome device. However, usually, I just preset my ME25 with all the songs in
order, and just switch it. If you want a solid delay device and looper, just put your other pedals in
front of this and wail away.Many of which no other delay pedal offers such as the warp, dual, twist,
and modulate modes. This is a very very simple pedal, too. Something this awesome I figured would
be complicated but I didnt even have to read the manual before knowing this piece of work inside
and out SO DONT LET ITS APPEARANCE FOOL YOU. Its simple and amazing simply amazing! Holds
up to four presets so you can program different delay effect settings for various songs when playing
out live or practicing. This saved me lots of time experimenting with the unit trying to find the
popular settings.It features all the main delay types that range from vintage to modern including
digital, analog, tape, modulated and several others. It can also store up to 4 user presets which is
really handy and it has tap tempo which I find very useful. The pedal runs quiet without any noise
and it is also very robust which makes it a great option for both studio recording and live use.

Very happy with this pedal overallSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I had one
before and sold it for reasons of financial need. Ive bought one again thats how important this bit of
kit is to me and to my guitar sound. The only thing is that it would be nice to know if you are
ordering a power adaptor with the machine or not cos I didnt get one with this package and would
have like to have known about it when ordering it. The delivery was ahead of time. So Great product
and great delivery. MarcSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Solid construction
though, worth noting it draws 220mA or something in that region so if you use a TRex Jr power
supply youll need a current doubler cableSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry,
we failed to record your vote. Please try again In order to navigate out of this carousel please use
your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. The front panel is really
complete. Lets see all the available options. It modifies the highest frequencies. Lets see the list of
the possible options. If you want you can use the Overdub function, so to add new material to the
recording. It is much particular. A bit confused, perhaps, but in some circumstances it can be useful.
There are two modalities. Pushing on the knob activates some advanced functions, while turning it
simply modifies the value of the parameter. Lets see them. Two outputs. It can be connected to a
guitar amp, a mixer, a recorder. One output for the headphones, one input for an additional control
pedal and the AC adaptor jack. The AC adaptor, PSA, is sold separately. The quality of the sound is
really remarkable. All the necessary for a good job is present. The manual is much complete and
explains all the functions of the pedal. As regards the price, my personal opinion is that it is valid,
but, above all, used can be really a bargain. A good multieffects at an affordable price.

So, it can be connected directly to a mixer. The highvoltage circuit preserves the guitar tone.
JSFiddle or its authors are not responsible or liable for any loss or damage of any kind during the
usage of provided code. Subscribe to our free newsletter Meaning all types of delay effects including
a tap tempo as well as 4 banks that you can have your preset delays set to. It also has spillover, so
when you turn it off or on youll hear the left over echo. UTILIZATION Not TOO simple to use, since
its a dual pedal its got quite a few functions so itll take a little longer to properly figure out. But after
a few twists and turns and experimenting, any guitar player should be able to figure out how to work
it on a regular basis. The manual is very necessary to understand all the little things that you might
not get from just playing around with it. EG for the presets, you can change the how the lighting
pattern is, things like that. You can run the pedal as a stereo setup or mono setup, it has enough ins
and outs for both depending on what kind of rig you have and whatnot. SOUND QUALITY I think it
sounds great. Ive heard this used live and used it live myself and havent had many problems with it.
The LED screen is big and legible, though the brightness could be brighter as I always prefer it to be
brighter for live stage use. Otherwise majority of the delay sounds are quite good. I use the regular



digital, analog and tape echo quite a few times. The SOS not so much, it seemed to be more of an
afterthought idea to add onto the pedal so it isnt very tweakable. The tone is generally very crisp
and clear, and thus digital however theres also the tone knob available on the unit so you can
actually EQ it a bit to make it sound warmer, duller or brighter and even more pristine. How cool is
that OVERALL OPINION Overall, great allinone delay pedal. Loads of variety, and good sounding
overall delay.

A lot of thought has been put into this to make this a programmable and usable live pedal as well.
There are lots of functions and lots to go through, if you want to get the best out of this Id definitely
recommend skimming through the manual. 1 people found this review helpful Did you find this
review helpful yes no. It can store 4 user presets and has an extra spot for a manual setup for on the
fly tweaking. There are no sub menus or complicated settings to program and the BPM readout
makes it a breeze if you use a click track in your band. It is laid out like a typical single delay
stompbox but with the added flexibility of multiple delay types accessible with a quick turn of a
knob. If you use a stereo setup you can also change how the delay signal is sent to the two outputs
allowing you to create some nice wide sounds. SOUND QUALITY I use this pedal in the loop of A
Framus cobra and it works great. I dont hear any significant degradation in sound although there is
a slight volume drop when compared to having the amps loop level at 0. I believe this is the amps
fault because it uses a parallel loop at an odd return level. I mainly use the standard, tape, and
modulate modes along with the looper. The standard mode is just a regular digital repeat very clean
basically what you put in is what you put out. The analog and modulate modes have more character.
Analog has a nice high end roll off to emulate old delays and the modulate allows you to add
movement to the delay time creating a chorus effect. Sure there are better actual analog delays but
90% of your crowd probably cant tell the difference. The looper is very simple. Some people may
want more options but if all youre looking for is a simple way to layer loops this one is very easy to
time and does not drift. I found the other more special effects to be rather useless.

The twist mode is supposed to emulate the spaceship sounds youd get from playing with the time
knob on an old analog delay but it lacks the character and sounds cheesy. Warp same deal minus the
pitch modulation. The smooth just sounds like the analog with more high end rolled off and Ive never
been able to use a reverse mode to much success. OVERALL OPINION Overall this is a great bang
for the buck type pedal thats not too much more than the single stomp boss delays dd7 etc.. There
are other delays with more features but if you just need a few simple sounds in a good sized box its
hard to beat. I personally run mine along with an Eventide Timefactor to get the more wild sounds
and also because I really like having all my presets ready to go. Ive got enough pedals to fiddle with
and I dont want to be entering delay times before every song. If it ever broke which is doubtful I
would definitely buy one again. Did you find this review helpful yes no. The features on this machine
are remarkable. Stereo ins and outs are cool as well as the option for an external tap tempo and
headphones. The backlit screen is great for reading the display in a live setting and the twin pedal
set up is rather convenient. UTILIZATION The Giga Delay has a boat load of modes, that are all easy
to use and very manageable. The pedal can be configured to work a couple different ways and with
23 seconds of delay you will alway have enough delay time. The different tempo types are something
not commonly seen on cheaper units and the 4 presets are easy to use and very convenient to switch
through. SOUND QUALITY The sound quality on these units are very nice. Some say there is a dark
quality to them, but I noticed it doesnt affect my tone when the pedal is active. Some of my other
delays I have own didnt work too well with dirt pedals. This one keeps your signal clean and clear. I
have used this delay for vocals, bass, guitar and keys since Ive had it and it fairs well with all of the
above.

OVERALL OPINION The Boss DD20 Giga Delay is one of my favourite delay pedals on the market. It
has a nice price and a ton of very usable features. Delay in itself is my favourite effect, and this thing



nails just about all of my delay needs. Really great delay, I would get a new one if this one ever got
stolen or destroyed. I would recommend this to anyone looking for a really nice delay with lots of
features on a pretty solid budget. It truly is a great delay. They come standard with guitar purchases
at Guitar Center. Maybe not but it sure seems like it though. I think everyone who has ever played
the guitar at least that I know has either owed or has used this pedal at some point in their career. It
simply is the most frequented pedal besides a DD2 on the planet. All kidding aside this is great unit
for getting all kinds of delay effects to you guitar. The different foot switches gives you a chance to
choose from 4 different saved preset patches or use as the looper function or a tap tempo feature.
The cool thing about this pedal is that you can use a external foot pedal to control modulation
throughout the modes. The different modes are modeled off other Boss or classic delays boxes of the
past. So it kind of is a simulator in that it is based off of different type delays. You can use this in
front of a clean amp or in the effects loop on your amp. Either way it doesnt change the tone of the
unit. However, I have found that putting this is front of a clean amp but being pushed by an
overdrive pedal makes this thing come alive. SOUND QUALITY I generally like to stay on a
modulated delay when using these types of delays because it sounds like U2 with the chorus added
in that mode. I also enjoy using the tape echo since it has a very usable vintage tape echo suitable
for slap back echos repeats. The smooth mode gives a great reverb delay great for playing stuff
without much delay coverage. The reverse delay is fun when one wants to get some crazy wacky
delay sounds.

Crank the level and feedback in this mode and you get a string or synth type character to your tone.
I use this with a Strat into a Vox AC30 and also a Marshall JCM2000. It compliments your guitar
tone rather than confuse it with cloudy delay repeats. It to me is more of a subtle delay sound and
doesnt push your sound rather than it just hangs back a bit giving you the room to play. OVERALL
OPINION This thing I like most about it is that Boss made it. I like most things that Boss does since
they really live up to abuse and torture that gigging can put on equipment. Im know those pedals
have a great sound, but I have found myself going back to economically priced gear gear. I love the
way this thing sounds in the guitar chain. If I ever needed to replace my Timefactor I would look at
getting this pedal again. I recommend this to anyone who wants a fine delay unit with many sound
options who is on a budget. There are better sounding ones out there but for the price it doesnt get
any betters than this pedal. It has an LCD display showing the delay settings. I am a gigging
guitarist in a country rock band. I looked at many different delay pedals before purchasing this one.
I borrowed a friends for a few weeks before deciding. The various types of delay provide many
different tones and effects including a nice tape delay and a well done reverse delay. It also has a
dual, analog, pan, smooth, and some crazy ones including, twist, warp, and modulation. The SOS
setting which is basically a loop, gives up to 23 seconds of delay. You can layer on it as well. The
basic controls; feedback, effect level, tone, and delay time are all very straight forward. The tap
tempo is nice and absolutely essential in a live setting. My favorite part about this pedal is it has
memory banks to set delay to certain tempos and save your settings so they can be recalled with the
stomp of a box. The more advanced controls are not very user friendly.

It takes a bit to change settings like display and output mode. But once you learn the functions they
are easy to do. Its a Boss, so it is built like a tank. I havent had a lick of trouble with it yet. This is a
great delay pedal, it is much smaller and less expensive than the Line6 delay and has more features
than the comparably priced T.C. electronics Nova Delay. This review was originally published on Did
you find this review helpful yes no. Double pedal boss, the tough, backlit display you can turn off,
and supply 9V 200mA. UTILIZATION I had no difficulty in managing the beast. SOUND QUALITY I
was afraid of digital delay. With a small memory game boy I keep under foot I had some
reservations. I try to use all modes, although some may be gadget twist mode, but its canon!. In fact,
there is the traditional time that I use the least. PAN is terrible when you leave the sound on two
amps. THE SOS hot to handle, but can be useful if you have mastered the trick although actually the



output volume is lower, and untreated as the input, I finally environments it can give . May be digital
but not cold. Pleasantly surprised this pedal. OVERALL OPINION So yes, Boss, we all start there.
Yes this pedal a few years now, no I do not want to slam more than 200 times in a period, whatever
the brand. This pedal is a good compromise. It is more sturdy, intuitive, and the sound is rich and
inspiration comes to you easily playing with the modes, settings etc. Maybe one of the best
purchases Ive made in terms of effect. 8 of 8 people found this review helpful Did you find this
review helpful yes no. UTILIZATION Many functions and settings, so not very simple and quite time
consuming if you want to explore all the possibilities of the beast. Whatever it is fast enough sound
quality and the more you can save in one of 4 presets, very useful on stage.

I bought this to replace a DD7 pedal which I was satisfied, but I used it as a result of not being able
to easily change or delay type setting like that on the fly gig or Repetition, with j DD20 explores the
potential advantage of this effect. I find the whole very good, in any case consistent with what I
expected. OVERALL OPINION I use it only for a few weeks so far have already exhausted all its
possibilities. Plus double pedal programmable presets that offers you an appreciable comfort and
allows me to use a lot more often than before the effects of delay, it is in our compositions or on
stage. The least I was a little disappointed to discover that fashion Sound on Sound, the volume of
the loop thus produced is less than the original sound, even with the level cranked knob. Personal it
bothers me a little when I jamme over the loop, I must constantly adjust the volume of my guitar. To
conclude, I would say that the delay is a base effect for any guitarist who respects himself, as well as
the distos and overdrive, the DD20 is part of the implementation to put in his shortlist and try it.
Before I used a DD2, DD6 DD7 and, tried many models in store. This is the DD20 that I will keep for
a long time I think. 3 of 3 people found this review helpful Did you find this review helpful yes no. I
still advise to go through the manual to use all the features. The manual is well done, complete with
clear explanations and examples of the same settings which is not bad. Editing sounds is pretty
simple, I did not see any difficulty in any case SOUND QUALITY This pedal blew me away. There are
a lot of different sounds and the ability to edit which offers lots of possibilities, something that I
really love, the pedal does not alter the sound of the guitar. It is ideal for playing U2, 30 STM, and
other groups where the delay is very present. I use a Fender Telecaster Highway one and a Squier
Telecaster Custom.

My favorite effects are the standard mode, loop, smooth, warp, twist and reverse. There are no
effects that I do not actually. OVERALL OPINION I purchased this pedal today. Yes I tried several
delay pedals before buying, including the dd3, dd7, Digitech, Line6s, Vox and this is my favorite by
far. What I like most is the sound quality, versatility, the range huge potential of this pedal, tap
tempo, the loop and the second pedal is really top because it has the ability to choose from 4
prerecorded sounds that we like or use tap tempo. So far there is nothing I love it. If there is a
change, I edit. Its too early to tell, but I think I will not regret my choice 3 of 3 people found this
review helpful Did you find this review helpful yes no. UTILIZATION Personally, all I got was that a
manual in English and ds that this technical information, for me anyway its a problem. Otherwise we
can not say that this is complicated PDAL edit the rglages are after all even basic summary and I
would probably apprci supplmentaires some possibilities, for example, the possibility of the cart
between rgler rptitions APRS THE FIRST, or a filter bnficier modular Well, its not the machine that
makes a. SOUND QUALITY I bought this because my old pedals DOD drailles srieusement comments
for the edition of the BPM delay prs a vritable quality of the pedals I also still do not understand why
so few brands bother to do it! and especially because the delay is the main effect for atmosphre of
my group, because without it we could simply not play half of the songs. So I trs attentive to the
sound of delay ben and BOF. Dception. I needed a net effect, prcis with rptions strong, numerous
and chiseled. Instead of a, I find that sounds mushy and lacking in dynamics. The many rglages
change nothing, not one does something simple but effective. Besides, there is no major diffrence
between some prrglages.



Some modes are INTERESTED atmosphres for a little hazy or OUATT, but it lacks a really clean
delay sound that rpterait just as it is, the same volume and with the same dynamic.I think the resale.
I think Ill test the memory boy or MXR, less than a rack of delay is the solution Goodies BPM, the
4mmoires considering the price, ten t have more respect for the customer!, The sampler, the
simplicity of edition Cons no sound prcis, lack of dynamics, lack of rglages and fun in fact it Austre
but lacks some key German Cold or put another way So qualitprix mdiocre report to me, too CHRE
for so little 6 of 12 people found this review helpful Did you find this review helpful yes no.
UTILIZATION Pretty simple, you just read a little user manual in order to be comfortable with the
gear. SOUND QUALITY I give a 6 because the sound is not as pure and warm as her little sister
DD3, it sounds a bit small for my taste, but the number of possible sounds are interesting and raise
the average Tape mode is my preferred and so that the continued delay when switching off the effect
inducing that there is no tru bypass. OVERALL OPINION I use it for a month and I think its a good
alternative if you do not afford separate components such as memory man, a jamman and DD3 for
example. 3 of 3 people found this review helpful Did you find this review helpful yes no By using our
services, you agree to our use of cookies. Find out more. This is easily the most complicated single
pedal entry weve made into the wiki so far. The DD20 can be a simple pedal; but if you want to get
into the details, it can also be a rather complicated pedal. So this wiki page is written in such a way
so as to split the simple from the complicated, and as a result, it might be a good bit longer as
well.That means that it can be had on the used market for a relatively affordable price.


